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To make a super camper, simply fasten a small fifth wheel trailer to a five-tonne army truck, as did this member of the
Military Vehicle Preservation Association, seen here during their 2012 Alaska Highway Convoy. More inside.			
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What to

SEE and DO
in dawson now:

This free public service helps our readers find their way through
the many activities all over town. Any small happening may
need preparation and planning, so let us know in good time! To
join this listing contact the office at klondikesun@northwestel.
net.
Klondike Institute of Art and Culture (KIAC)

Family coffee house & open mic: Coming in September. Time and
Place to be announced.

In the Confluence Gallery: DCAS Members Exhibit. August 16 to
September 9.
IN the Odd gallery: The Natural & the Manufactured: August 16 to September 21.

Sunday: Yukon Brewing Open Mic Night, 10 p.m.
Tuesday: Toonie Tuesdays in the Tavern, 10 p.m.
Wednesday: Ladies Night Karaoke Contest, 10 p.m.
Thursday: Yukon Brewing Open Mic Night, 10 p.m.
Friday: The Klondike Sons, live music in the Lounge 5 to 8 p.m.
Saturday: Karaoke Night in the Lounge, dj's and dancing in the pub
Sunday: Soul Sunday featuring the Soul Sunday Band, 10 p.m.
The Westminster Hotel

Live Music:
Wednesdays in the Lounge: Amy Soloway
Saturdays in the Tavern: George and His Friends

Regular live entertainment in the lounge on Friday and Saturday, 10
p.m. to close. More live entertainment in the Tavern on Fridays from
4:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
The Downtown Hotel

Live Music: Barnacle Bob is in the Sourdough Saloon every Thursday,
Friday and Saturday from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
The Eldorado Hotel

Life drawing at sova: 7-9 p.m., Monday, August 27. $5 drop in.
Paper will be available for purchase and basic drawing tools are provided.

Food Service Hours: 7 a.m. to 9 p.m., seven days a week. Check out
our Daily Lunch Specials. In a rush at lunch? Call ahead and we'll have
your order ready when you arrive, 993-5451. Breakfast is served until
1:30 p.m. on weekends.

Lunch hour Yoga with cara Clark: Fridays, Tuesdays (*NEW
DAY!) 12-1 p.m., and Mondays, 12-1 p.m. $8 drop in. All levels welcome.

Now open daily! Monday to Saturday, Lunch 11:30 to 3 p.m., and
Dinner 5 p.m. to 10 p.m. Sunday Bruch 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., Dinner 5 p.m.
to 10 p.m. Daily Happy Hour 5 to 6 p.m.!

Zumba with Katie pearse: Mondays 6:30-7:30 p.m., and Wednesdays 5:30-6:30 p.m. in the Odd Fellows Ballroom. $10 drop in fee.

Confluence gallery call for submissions : DCAS Member Exhibit. Works of art in all mediums by all ages and abilities. Participating
artists should be a member of the DCAS. Deadline: Friday, August 10 at
8:30 p.m. For info contact Ange at programs@kiac.ca.
Colour & light in painting with Don weir: Sept 7-9. Friday
6-9 p.m., Saturday 11-5 p.m., Sunday 11-5p.m. $125 + GST (supplies
included), $100 (bring your own supplies). Paint with Atlin artist Don
Weir (www.donweir.com). Pre register by August 31.
SOVA

Office Hours: Mon-Fri, 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

Library hours: Tues & Weds, 4 p.m. to 8 p.m., Sun, 1 p.m. to 5
p.m.
Art Supply Store Closed: Art supplies may be purchased during office hours.
Conservation Klondike Society

Klondike Kate's

Dawson City Chamber of Commerce & Town Council

Chamber Meetings: Regular meetings on the second Wednesday of
each month at the Downtown Hotel.

Council Meetings: Regular meetings on the second and fourth
Wednesday of each month. Special Meeting times are posted at the Post
Office three business days in advance. Posted meetings are public.
Parks Canada

Shoulder season is Aug 25 - Sept 2: 9:30 a.m. Palace Grand Tour. 11

a.m. - 12:30 SS Keno is open for drop-in tours. 1 p.m. - 2 p.m. Robert Service
Cabin program. 2 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. Commissioner's Residence open for drop-in
tours. 3 p.m. "Strange Things" town tour. Guided Dredge Tours10 a.m., 11 a.m.,
Noon, 1 p.m., 2 p.m. French Dredge tour at 3 p.m.

Late shoulder season is Sept 3 to 9th: 9:30 a.m. Palace Grand

Tour. 11 a.m. - noon SS Keno is open for drop-in tours. 1:30 p.m. Robert Service Cabin Program (ends September 7th). 2 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. Commissioner's
Residence open for drop-in tours . 3 p.m. "Strange Things" town tour . Guided
Dredge tours 10 a.m. and noon. French Dredge tour at 11:30 a.m.

Depot Hours: Sat, Sun, Mon: 1-5 p.m., Tues: 3-7 p.m. Donations of
refundables may be left on the deck during off hours. Info: 993-6666.

Grand Finale of the Greatest Klondike contest: Friday, Au-

The Fall 2012 Distance Learning calendar is available. Drop by the office to
pick up a copy - the computer lab is open to the public during business hours.

gust 25.

Yukon College

Dawson City Recreation Department

Get the Rec & Leisure Newsletter & stay up to date. Website: www.
cityofdawson.ca. Facebook: "City of Dawson Recreation". Contact us at
993-2353.
Dawson City Community Library

Joan Thomas Reading: Berton House writer in residence Joan
Thomas will be showing digital pictures about Mary Anning, the fossil
hunter who inspired her award winning novel Curiousity. Sept 13, 7 p.m.
at the library. Refreshments provided.
The Midnight Sun Hotel

Live Music: Nightly entertainment:

gust 24th. Unexpected hijinx may possibly ensue...

Special extra showing of Greatest klondiker: Saturday, AuDZ Cultural Centre

Hammerstone Gallery tours: Guided tours daily at 11 a.m., 1:30
p.m. and 3:30 p.m.

Of Land & sky: A taste of the wild and the journey of the shaman. Presented by Fran Morberg Green. Tues and Thurs, 2-3:15 p.m.

Nįhè Dähch’e Shò Tr’inläy: Welcome Film - Our Land, Our People. Regular screenings throughout the day.

HELLO DOLLY! SEWING OUR TRADITIONS: Handmade Dolls from Northern
Canada. A very special exhibition celebrating northern doll making and sewing traditions.
Listed programs run September 21. The Cultural Centre is open Mon-Fri,
10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
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Thoughts on Going Back to School
Story & Photos
by Lisa McKenna
I went out the other day interviewing kids. I asked them what
they were looking forward to
in returning to school, whether
they did their homework on
a computer or with a pen and
paper, what was their favorite
subject, what was their favorite
school supply, what weren’t they
looking forward to and who was
the happiest about their return
to school, themselves, their parents, or their teachers. I got
some pretty unique answers.
Jimmy, 14, who was too shy
to get his picture taken, wanted
to go back to school so he could
meet new friends. Jimmy was
born and bred in Dawson, he
uses a pen and paper to do his
homework, his favorite subject
is math and he loves his backpack! He’s not looking forward
to French and he thinks that his
parents are relieved.
Lisa, who is also 14, wants to
return to see her classmates.
Lisa is from Fairview, Alberta,
she also uses a pen and paper for
her homework and she adores
L.A. (which is language/arts for
us old folks who don’t speak in
initials!). She loves new pens.
She is not looking forward to
her teachers but she thinks she
will be the happiest to return to
school; after all she is in Grade
9 now.
Amber is entering her first
year of University and she will
be studying Northern Justice
and Criminology. She is looking forward to going to a new
school and meeting people from
all over the world. Originally

This student is making new friends!

Lisa's favourite school supply is new pens.

Amber will be a university freshman.

Math is John, Erin and Zack's favourite subject.

from Watson Lake, her favorite
subject is psychology. Go figure.
At the wonderful, mystical age of
18 she still hates the homework
and loves her pencil crayons but
she does all her homework on
the computer! She believes that
her parents are going to be the
happiest.
Then there were John, Zack,

and Erin. John and Zack are 13
and entering Grade 8, Erin is
only 11. (They are accepting
auditions to their band “Ostrich
Dispute”). Both Erin and Zack
love shop class the best but John
just loves lunch! All of them like
Math the best so their favorite
school supply was a calculator!

To find out how you can
contribute , just email
klondikesun@
northwestel.net!

see her friends and she lived for
gym class. She did her homework half on the computer and
half in pen and paper. Her favorite school supply was a brand
new empty notebook, but she
hates Socials. The happiest person to see her return to school
was her Mom! Such is life when
you are 14.

THE KLONDIKE SUN
Tel:
993-6567
Fax:
993-5973

In-Store
Specials &
Fresh Coffee
every day!

“It ain’t gold
but it’s close!”

When I was in school if we were
caught with a calculator we got
sent to the principal’s office!
John didn’t like the homework,
and Zack wasn’t too fond of English but Erin thought that his
teachers were the happiest to
see his return to school.
Another girl said she loved to

European cheeses and Organic foods

Our Specialties
IN A HURRY?

Check out our Deli with ALL KINDS of great snacks!
Pizza by the slice, gourmet sandwiches and dessert goodies.

See daily specials at Bonanza Market on Facebook!
For all your game cutting needs, give Paul a call!
Camp Orders? No order too big or too small.

Summer Hours
Mon to Sat: 8:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Sun: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Party Platters for all occasions ~10 different kinds
Custom orders ~ just call!

Subscription & Renewal Form
Name:
Address:
City:
Postal/ Zip Code:
Email:

Province/ State:
Country:

Annual (25 Issue) Subscription Costs:
Canada
U.S.A
Overseas

$44.00
$75.00
$125.00 (Airmail)

Contact Information:

Mail: The Klondike Sun, Bag 6040, Dawson YT, Y0B 1G0
Phone: (867)-993-6318 / Fax: (867)-993-6625
Email: klondikesun@northwestel.net
GST #: 12531 0581 RT / Societies Registration #: 34600-20
Print by THE YUKON NEWS, Whitehorse YT
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OPINIONS

Uffish Thoughts: Farewell to the Kia

Story & Photos
by Dan Davidson
Watching the winch slowly
haul our crumpled 2002 Kia
up the side of the bluff on the
Dome Road I wondered once
again at how the people who
stole our car had managed to
get up enough speed going up
that hill to get themselves into
the mess that they did.
Earlier, both my wife and I,
along with the RCMP members
and the tow truck operator from
Access North Mechanical, had
expressed our amazement that
there hadn’t been two bodies in
the car, given the condition it
was in.
Both front seat airbags had
deployed during the crash, so
there must have been at least
two people.
The Dome Road was not
an easy climb for that little
5-speed manual shift fourcylinder sedan. I’ve had it up
there a number of times and
it never was able to make the
grade in the top gear. Actually,
it’s just under a year ago that
the transmission failed while
I was heading up the hill and I
had to turn it around and coast
down the hill, judiciously riding
the brakes until I could coast
it into the pull-out beside the
waste and compost pickup bins
at the bottom of the hill near
the Crocus Buff ballpark.
Then I walked back to town
and called the garage to come

and get it.
I could imagine losing
control of the car under those
conditions, or really anytime
going down that hill if a person
wasn’t being careful.
But then, when you’ve stolen
a car from someone’s back yard
in order to go “drifting” (a term
betraying too many airings of
the “Fast and Furious” movies)
I guess it’s safe to say you’re not
concerned about being careful.
Ours wasn’t the only car
that was bothered that night.
The RCMP were fielding one
of several reports of cars that
had been rifled through, that
the owners had found the next
morning with the doors open
and things disturbed, when I
turned up at the detachment to
report that ours was missing.
Ours just happened to be the
one where whoever it was
managed to find a spare set of
keys.
They took it sometime after
3 or 3:30 in the morning, we
think, but we didn’t notice it
until the next morning around
10:15 when I opened the back
door to find out what our dog
was barking at and realized the
car wasn’t in place on our back
lane parking pad.
We hunted. The Mounties
hunted. A mass emailing and
Facebook posting brought in
lots of sympathy and one or
two clues, but it was a work
truck from the Department of
Highways that spotted it the

We want to hear from you!

next morning while they were
driving down from the top of
the Midnight Dome while doing
some road patching.
The two women checked the
wreck for bodies, and called
their supervisor, who reported
it to the RCMP, who called me.
He was at the detachment about
to make a statement when we
arrived.
The wreck, sitting on its roof,
was too far down to see from
the road unless you were in a
tall vehicle, which is how the
Highways people managed to
spot it. To see it otherwise, you
almost had to know where it
was.
They’d begun to lose control
on a corner a few hundred feet
down the road from where
they went across. Heading over
the embankment, they should
have run right into two trees
that were too close together
to let the car through. Instead,
some combination of velocity
and physics caused the car to
stand on end, rotate 90 degrees
counter-clockwise and slip
sideways between the trees,
completing the drop by landing
pretty much on the passenger’s
side of the roof, pushing the
upper frame sideways, breaking
all but two of the windows, and
leaving them only the driver’s
side door to exit by.
It’s funny how you can get
attached to non-living things.
I found myself a bit misty eyed
as I watched the poor, old thing

scrape up the embankment, get
hitched to the tow truck and
head slowly off on what must
certainly be its penultimate
road trip before it finally gets
towed to the Quigley landfill.
There seems to be an epidemic
of automotive vandalism this
week. A contractor had his
struck stolen the next night.
It was found undamaged on
the Bonanza Creek Road, but

The Klondike Sun is produced bi-monthly. It is published by The Literary Society of the Klondike, a nonprofit organization. Letters to the editor, submissions and reports may be edited for brevity, clarity, good taste
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reflect those of the publishers and producers of the Klondike Sun. Submissions should be directed to The Editor, Bag 6040, Dawson City, YT, Y0B 1G0, e-mailed to uffish20@hotmail.com, directly to the paper at klondikesun@northwestel.net or dropped off in the drop-box at our office in the Waterfront Building, 1085 Front
Street. They should be signed and preferably typed (double-spaced), or saved on a digital file. If you can give
a phone number at which you can be reached, it would be helpful. Unsigned letters will not be printed. “Name
withheld by request” is acceptable and will be printed, providing the writer identifies themselves to the Sun
editorial staff. A Publishing Policy exists for more details.
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a number of important items
were stolen from it and the
sheer inconvenience of the
event will resonate in his life,
as well as ours, for weeks and
months to come.
I’m not a vindictive soul, but I
want to see some consequences
for this violation of our lives and
the disturbance it has brought
to our normally peaceful
existence.
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Wastewater Plant Gets Historic Façade
Story & Photo
by Dan Davidson
The tin roof is on and wood
siding has begun to be added to
the new Wastewater Treatment
Plant in Dawson City.
According to the August 3
report to Dawson's council by
Superintendent of Public Works
Norm Carlson, some of the
town's sewage is already being
directed into the plant.
Training has begun for the
Public Works Operator who will
be running the plant and commissioning will continue during
the rest of the month of August.
The plant was inspected by

YTG Environment Water Resources on July 5. It was noted
in the inspector's report that
the aging force main that leads
to the outflow pipe in the river
did not get upgraded as part of
the project "and is susceptible
to failure." The age and condition of this pipe has been under
discussion for portions of the
last two councils and the trusteeship’s
Council has tried unsuccessfully to make the point that this
important piece of infrastructure should have been considered to be part of the wastewater treatment project.

Wooden siding was part of the design for the new Wastewater Treatment Plant in Dawson City.

How Uncle Scrooge Made his Fortune in the Klondike
By Dan Davidson
Original appearance in What's Up Yukon

The cover of the Gold Rush Centennials edition of Scrooge
McDuck in the Yukon, containing the story “Hearts of the Yukon”.
Cover and internal story and art by Don Rosa. The collected editions
are all currently available online or through any good comic book
shop.

Around this time of year I
usually devote a few columns to
some of the literary lions who
have helped to make Dawson
famous since 1898. This year
I’m going to diverge a bit and
write about another bit of
fiction.
It is, perhaps, not known
to the general public that the
fortune of Scrooge McDuck,
which has been estimated
by no less than Forbes
magazine to be on the order
of $27 trillion (or five billion
quintiplitilion unptuplatillion
multuplatillion impossibidillion
fantasticatrillion
dollars,
according to his creator), began
with his discovery of a massive
gold nugget the size of goose
egg on White Agony Creek,
near Dawson, in the Yukon. It
enabled him to make his first
million.
The story was told by Carl
Barks for Dell Comics (licensing
Walt Disney properties) in March
1953 in “Back to the Klondike,”
and has been reprinted many
times, including an oversized
edition from Gladstone in 1987
and a limited edition from the
same company after it regained
the Disney licensing again in
the early 1990s, just in time
for the Klondike Gold Rush
Centennials.
In this tale, Scrooge, Donald
and the triplets, Huey, Dewey
and Louie, return to Dawson
and discover not only a
forgotten piece of Scrooge’s
history, but also the love of
his life, Glittering Goldie, still
living the cabin he had left 50
years before.
In the nature of comic books
in those days, the story was fast
and furious, and narrative arcs
that would take five of six full
length issues to play out now
got disposed of in 32 pages,
which was actually a really long
story in those days of 8 page
items.
Fortunately for us, Don Rosa,
who is generally considered to
be the heir of Barks’ informal

title “The Good Duck Artist,”
also took a shine to Scrooge’s
sojourn in Dawson and made
it a major part of his 12 volume
series, “The Life and Times of
Scrooge McDuck”
He fleshed out the flashback
sequence from Barks’ tale in a
24 page story called “Hearts of
the Yukon” (reprinted in 1995),
and then went back to Scrooge’s
discovery of gold in “King of
the Klondike,” which became
chapter eight of the “official”
biography. It can be found in the
Boom Kids hardcover edition of
The Life and Times of Scrooge
McDuck, Volume 2.
Rosa loved the Klondike
flavoured stories and did
several more that I am aware
of, including “The Prisoner
of White Agony Creek”. In
The Life and Times of Scrooge
McDuck Companion (Gemstone
Publishing), Rosa collected
another dozen stories that fit
in between the 12 tales in his
original plan, and let us know
that both “The Prisoner …”
and “Hearts …” fit in right after
“King of the Klondike” in his

chronology as chapters 8b and
8c.
There is one more story, “The
Last Sled to Dawson,” which
was apparently Rosa’s very first
attempt at using the Klondike
setting in 1988. A portion of
that tale can be found in The
Companion …. The Klondike
portions of this tale are, as in
Barks’ original story, a memory
flashback within a current
events story.
That Rosa sees the Klondike
portion of Scrooge’s life as
being a key to his character
is indicated by the way it is
used in one final story, “The
Dream of a Lifetime,” a rather
hallucinogenic
tale
which
begins and ends with Scrooge
dreaming of Goldie and the
Klondike.
All of these stories are a lot
of fun, full of slapstick humour
and puns. They are well known
around the world and there are
probably many adults living
today who first learned of
Klondike gold in the pages of a
Walt Disney comic book.

Editor's note: To correct an omission
from Palma Berger's cartoon, "Palma
Ponders the Future of Parks Canada" in the
June 27th issue.
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Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in and Golden Predator Sign Socio Economic Accord
Story & Photos
by Dan Davidson
A formal Signing Ceremony
for the Brewery Creek 2012
Socio Economic Accord, an economic agreement between the
Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in and Golden Predator mining company.
Golden Predator is working towards reopening the gold mine
at Brewery Creek, finishing the
mining plan outlined by Viceroy Mining in the 1990s and
expanding the operation in the
years that come.
Approximately 80 people
were in attendance for the ceremony, which took place on
August 9 at the open-air performance circle outside the
Dänojà Zho Cultural Centre.
Included among the audience
were several members of Dawson’s town council, and Yukon
cabinet ministers Scott Kent
and Currie Dixon.
The formal part of the afternoon as opened by Janet Lee,
vice-president of Communications and First Nation Relations
for Predator.
“We’re here today to celebrate
the signing of a socio-economic
agreement
between
the

Chief Eddie Taylor and William Sheriff

Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in and Golden
Predator,” she explained.
Deputy Chief Clara Van Bibber
led with an opening prayer, as
is the custom at all TH public
events of this nature.
Chief Eddie Taylor said
that the agreement had been
reached after “hours of negotiations and some tense mo-

About 80 people were on hand for the signing.

Clara Van Bibber
ments."
No details of the agreement
were forthcoming at this ceremony, but Taylor assured the
crowd that “at the end of the
day we struck a good agreement for both sides. It’s good
for the community and it will
be good for the Yukon Territory. From this day forth, after
we sign this agreement, it will
be in full effect.”
Taylor indicated that this was
an update of the agreement the
First Nation had previously
signed with Viceroy.
‘We felt it needed to be modernized and made current. We’ll
see how the benefits roll out,
but there’s definitely benefits
in there, not only for Tr’ondëk
Hwëch’in but for the community of Dawson also. Those will
start rolling out in the near future.”
Taylor said that both the Yukon government and the City of
Dawson had been supportive
during the negotiations, as well
as TH elders, citizens and youth
who had been supportive.
Taylor presented Golden
Predator’s president, William
Sheriff with several gifts to
mark the occasion: a drumstick, a friendship feather and
a copy of the TH history book,

Hammerstones.
Sherriff thanked everyone
who had turned out for this ceremony as well as the members
of the negotiating teams from
both sides of the table.
“These trying negotiations
often bear good fruit at the end
of the day, like the very positive
project here.
“When I first came up here
three years ago I said that
Golden Predator’s way of doing business was to employ a
good neighbour strategy. We
know this is your community
and the First Nation, in particular, has been here for thousands of years, and may be here
for thousands more, whereas
mines, they come and they go.
“We intend to be here for a
very long time; nonetheless we
know it's your back yard and
it’s just common sense, in my
opinion, when you move into
someone’s neighbourhood, you
should be good neighbours with
them, and I think that’s what
the real spirit and the letter of
this agreement is. We’re good
neighbours and we’re obviously working together to benefit
our shareholders and our employees, but just as importantly
the members of the community
and, in particular, the members
of the First Nation.
“I think this is just the beginning step of a very long and
fruitful relationship.”
In closing he presented Chief
Taylor with a pair of framed
photographs of the Brewery
Creek operation, the first of
many that he said will chronicle
the history of the mine.
The pair then got down to the
serious legal work of signing
multiple copies of the agreement.
Currie Dixon, Minister of the

Environment Economic Development, spoke briefly in support of the project.
“Let me be the first to congratulate you both on signing
this agreement. It’s a fantastic achievement for both the
Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in and for
Golden Predator. For companies doing business in the Yukon, we’ve been making it clear
to them, as best as we can, that
they have to insure that they
develop good relations with the
local people they deal with. In
all cases that includes the First
Nations. I think the example set
here between Golden Predator
and the Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in is a
fabulous one.
“I think that the Brewery
Creek project will be a tremendous asset to the Tr’ondëk
Hwëch’in people. As well the
Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in people
will be a tremendous asset to
Golden Predator. It’s a wonder-

Currie Dixon

ful partnership and we’re very
proud to see it happen.”
Some of the details of the accord will be revealed during a
two-hour open house session
at Golden Predator’s offices on
Friday morning.
The company announced on
July 23 that it had “obtained final approval and issuance, from
the Yukon Government’s Energy, Mines & Resources Department, for a Class 4 Mining Land
Use permit (Class 4 Permit) on
its flagship Brewery Creek Project. The Class 4 Permit provides
for expansion of exploration
activities across the more than
180 square kilometer Brewery
Creek Project. This exploration
permit is in addition to the preexisting Water and Quartz Mining License affecting portions
of the Project area.”
The signing would have taken place closer to this date except for the death of a respected member of the Tr’ondëk
Hwëch’in.
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Updated Accord Provides MVPA Pauses in Dawson for a Day
Benefits to Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in
and Dawson City
Story & Photos
by Dan Davidson

By Dan Davidson
The Brewery Creek Mine,
located off the Dempster
Highway about an hour’s drive
from Dawson City (about 55
km due east), operated under
the control of Viceroy Resource
Corporation from 1996 to
2002, when low gold prices and
cash flow problems caused it
to shut down. The mine is now
near the final stages of being

• THFN acquiring an equity
interest in the Company, and
participating in profit sharing
from operations beyond the
original mine plan;
• funding for training and
scholarships for THFN citizens;
and
• an annual grant to a
community legacy project for
the broader community of
Dawson.
On July 16, the company

Chief Eddie Taylor and William Sheriff sign the accord.
reopened by Golden Predator
Corp., which finally obtained
complete control of the claims
on the site on February 15,
2012, having taken over from
Alexco Resource Corp., which
had handled the reclamation
of the site after Viceroy shut
down.
During the Viceroy years the
Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in First Nation
(THFN) had a socio-economic
agreement with the mining
company. Both Golden Predator
and THFN were anxious to forge
their own relationship, but felt
that the old accord was a good
place to begin.
The signing ceremony for the
Amended and Restated Socio
Economic Accord took place
on August 9. Key aspects of the
Socio Economic Accord include:
· THFN support for the
Project;
• THFN endorsement for
the Company’s permitting
applications, with a clear
process for THFN to review and
provide input prior to filing, and
a mechanism to expeditiously
address and resolve any
concerns THFN may have;
• a consistent and clear
process for communication on
all matters pertaining to the
Brewery Creek Project and
resolving any disputes that
may arise;
• preferential employment
and economic development
opportunities
for
THFN
businesses and citizens;

and the First Nation issued a
press release in which their
respective leaders spoke about
the accord.
“After intense negotiations,
the Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in are
pleased to be forging a
beneficial relationship with
Golden Predator,” said Chief Ed
Taylor. “We support their efforts
to re-open the Brewery Creek
Mine. We believe this mine can
operate in an environmentally
responsible way, and provide
substantial benefits to both
the Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in and
the community of Dawson.
We appreciate the open spirit
in which Golden Predator is
undertaking this task, and
our people look forward to
the training, employment and
contractual
opportunities
which will be available.”
“We are very pleased to
have successfully completed
negotiations, and I commend
the negotiating team for
concluding a timely agreement
that will benefit both Golden
Predator
and
Tr’ondëk
Hwëch’in for many years to
come,” said William M. Sheriff,
Chairman & CEO. “We have
found the Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in
First Nation to be progressive
in their approach to exploration
and mining, and believe this
approach, combined with the
modernized Socio Economic
Accord, will serve the Project
and community well going
forward.”

Seventy of the original
77
vehicles
engaged
in the Military Vehicle
Preservation Association’s
2012 Alaska Highway
Convoy began to arrive
in Dawson City early on
August 13, the ninth day
of their trek since leaving
Dawson Creek on August 4.
Some had arrived two days
before, having elected not
to take the two-night trip
up the Dempster Highway
to the Arctic Circle.
Those who made that trek
spent one night at Eagle
Plains, and then went north
to have their photos taken
at the Arctic Circle before
heading south to overnight
at Tombstone Campground.
That left them with one of
the shortest drives of their
planned 26 day journey, a
mere 88 miles, in order to
get to Dawson.
Dawson was to be a day
of rest for everyone in the
convoy, which originally
included 190 participants,
including 46 women and 51
military veterans. During
the day on Tuesday, most of
the members of the convoy
crossed the Yukon River
on the George Black ferry
at various times during
the day in order to avoid
having a horrible lineup on
Wednesday.
Many of them spent
the night at the YTG
campground.
Everyone
assembled at a gravel pit
just up the road before
continuing on to their
next destination, Chicken,
Alaska.
The purpose of the
convoy is to celebrate the
70th anniversary of the
building of the Alaska
Highway. The convoy will
drive to Fairbanks by
way of Anchorage before
heading back down the
Alaska Highway through
Beaver Creek and on to
Whitehorse, where they
are scheduled to arrive on
August 24 and spend a day
on the 25 before heading
south again.
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3rd Annual Free Store Dance Party Set to Cap Off Summer
By the Conservation Klondike
Society
The third annual Free Store
Dance Party will be taking place
Thursday August 23rd at the
Midnight Sun Bar. The event is a
fundraiser put on by the Conservation Klondike Society to raise
money and awareness of the
organization’s mandates and
role in conservation in Dawson
City. CKS operates the recycling
depot in town as well as spearheading a number of other local
environmental initiatives.
If you didn’t know, the Dawson
City Free Store is located at the
Quigley Landfill and is a collection of clothes, household objects and all items in between
that people have donated to
be claimed by others for free.
In a small town with limited
places to buy new clothes and
wares, the moneyless exchange
of goods exhibited by the Free
Store is an invaluable resource
for many Dawsonites. Although
CKS no longer plays an active
role in the upkeep of the Free

Store, the store’s creation was
originally a CKS initiative.
The Free Store is a local institution that can be seen as representing the spirit of generosity
and exchange. You never know
what quirky or useful treasures
you will find on a trip to the
Quigley Landfill.
As for what to expect when
attending the Free Store Dance
Party - expect the unexpected!
Attendees are encouraged to
wear their most outrageous
outfits and costumes. Anything
goes! If you don’t have anything
ridiculous to wear, fear not, for
there will be tickle trunks full of
Free Store gems for attendees to
try on and wear for the evening.
You may end up donning a blue
velvet gown or colourful knit
poncho while you bust a move
on the dance floor into the early
hours of the morning.
The evening will be DJ'ed by
local djs and guests can expect a
mixture of old school, dance and
electronic music. Entrance will
be by donation, with all donations of $5 or more getting the

Free Store Dance Party 2011. Photo by Alyssa Friesen
donor a year long membership healthy and sustainable lifestyle
to CKS.
in Dawson. This is especially
When asked why Dawsonites important given our location. It
should want to support CKS, can be easy to forget that we are
Danielle Palmer, the organiza- a non-profit organization and
tion’s coordinator, responded, often lose money through our
“CKS works hard to promote a recycling operations. Communi-

ty support is vital to allow CKS
to continue to offer its existing
services. With more support we
can work to expand our initiatives to better achieve a healthy,
sustainable community.”

KDO Launches Property Search Tool
By the KDO
Since the beginning, one of the
major focuses of the Klondike
Development
Organization
(KDO) has been housing and
available property in Dawson
City. You may recall the Housing Demand Survey conducted
in the spring of 2011, or the
well-attended Housing Information Fairs we hosted in March of
2011 and March of 2012. The
KDO has also hosted several
events for the business community, and it became evident that
there was also a need for commercial space and property. In
a continued effort to meet the
demand for information on all
available properties in the area,
we are excited to share with you
news of a new tool we’ve recently launched – The Property
Search Tool.
The Property Search Tool is a
map-based database that allows
users to search locations using
a number of criteria including
zoning, access to utilities, and
known availability. You can
find the Property Search Tool
at www.klondikedevelopment.
com/propertysearch. We monitor local property listings and
keep an updated list of available
properties. There are several
properties – both commercial
and residential – already posted

{

on the site, and we have already
had many visits from people
looking for residential and/or
development property, and commercial and industrial space. So
far, our inventory of properties
for sale includes:
21 houses
1 vacant residential lot
5 operating businesses that
include properties in the sale
12 vacant commercial properties
5 vacant commercial buildings
5 private industrial lots
20 government industrial lots
We are not realtors, and we
can only post available properties where we have permission
by the owner to do so. We invite
you to visit and try it out – think
of it as one big online bulletin
board!
The Klondike Development
Organization is a partnership
of City of Dawson, Dawson
City Chamber of Commerce,
Klondike Visitors Association,
Dawson City Arts Society and
Chief Isaac Incorporated, the
development corporation of the
Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in.
For more information on the
Property Search Tool, the KDO,
or to list your property for free,
please contact us by email:
klondikedevelopment@gmail.
com or by phone: (867)9932306.

Subscribe to The Klondike Sun!
Only $44 per year!
(visit klondikesun.com for details)

}
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Photo & Story
by Dan Davidson

Peter Lourie came to
Dawson City to gather information about Jack London’s
time in the Klondike, and so it
was fitting that he chose the
Jack London Centre for his
evening talk about his own
work and his life as an author
of true adventure books for
middle readers.
The Vermont based Lourie spent a major part of his
childhood growing up in Burlington, Ontario, but returned
to the USA for his college
education and has forged his
career there.
That’s not entirely accurate, of course, since, as his
audience of a dozen or so
soon learned, his writing career has taken him all over
the world. He has spent extensive periods of time to
Kenya, Mexico, Bolivia, Brazil, Panama, Peru, and other
parts of Africa, as well as to
Barrow, Alaska, the place that
inspired three of his books:
Whaling Season, Arctic Thaw
and The Polar Bear Scientists.
“I’m so lucky,” he said at the
beginning of his slide show
and lecture, “because I get to
do this for a living and Jack
(London) would have understood the fortune that I
have.”
A high energy performer,
Lourie exudes enthusiasm
with every new slide, whether he is talking about looking for lost treasures of the
Inca, uncovering the secrets
of the Aztecs and Mayans,

diving with sharks, travelling
the Amazon, or rivers closer
to home, such as the Hudson, Mississippi, or the Rio
Grande.
He has been to the Yukon
before, and wrote Yukon
River: An Adventure to the
Gold Fields of the Klondike,
to chronicle his trip back
in the 1990s. Like most of
his books, it is aimed at the
grade 5 to 8 readership. With
about 25 books in print, he
is benefiting from a renewed
interest in adventure nonfiction, especially as part of
US education’s common ore
curriculum.
He feels a kinship with Jack
London, who also tried to

Roache's Corner

by Mike Roache

break into print for a decade
before finally succeeding.
“Like Jack, I persisted, but
unlike Jack, I’m not a genius.”
He’s written one novel
for kids and a few books for
adults, but he’s found his
niche producing 48
page nonfiction
books or
h i s to r i c a l
and scientific subjects, and
he assures
his audience, “I love
my work.”
The most

detailed section of his presentation was about his three
week canoe trip from the
headwaters to the Hudson
River to Manhattan, an odyssey which provided him with
the material for three books;

one for adults (River of Mountains: A Canoe Journey down
the Hudson), an adventure
book for kids (Hudson River:
An Adventure from the Mountains to the Seas) and a kids’
novel (The Lost Treasure of
Captain Kidd).
A good portion of his talk
was about the joy of doing school presentations to
groups of 250 to 400 kids at a
time. Over the years he’s been
able to move from real slides
to computer presentations
with a mix of still images and
video. While his subject matter is much different, his joie
de vivre reminds me a lot of
Robert Munsch.
Lourie stuck around town
for several days after his
lecture, long enough to donate a set of his books to the
Dawson Community Library
and take in the beginning of
the Moosehide Gathering.
Dawson was a great place for
him to visit and he intends to
be back again in the depths
of winter to do some more
research.
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Moosehide Gathering Finds Sunshine for Its Second Half

Moosehide was enlarged with tents and pavilions for the bi-annual Gathering.
Story & Photos
by Dan Davidson
While Friday joined Thursday evening by not having ideal
weather for an event that needs
to take place mostly outdoors or
under light pavilions, Saturday
and Sunday improved remarkably and had people shedding
coats and rain gear all over
Moosehide.
The weekend’s total tally had
not been done by early the next

week, but it was known that the
Gathering fed 1,500 people on
Saturday, August 4.
The boats kept buzzing back
and forth from Dawson all
weekend bearing people and
supplies.
Music was a big part of the
weekend, with standout performances by the Kaska Drummers,
the Dakhká Khwáan Dancers,
the Selkirk Spirit Dancers, the
Yu´pik Miracle Drummers and
Singers, and evening dances led

by James Roberts & Band, Retrospect, Ecka Janus & Band, Bill
Stevens, Boyd Benjamin, Allan
Benjamin and Kevin Barr.
Some of these folks also staged
performances during the afternoons, along with entertainer
and Master of the Impossible
Tomás Kubinek, Gramma Suzie,
Peter Menzies and Simon Crelli
and storyteller Tammie Josie.
Throughout the weekend
there were sweat lodges and
traditional teaching sessions by

the elders as well as flute carving (with Vern Swan) and performers’ workshops in various
disciplines.
Since most evening events ran
well past midnight, the daytime
schedules didn’t begin until 11
a.m.
On Sunday that meant a church
service in the Arbour, led by the
Reverend Laurie Munro and Anglican Bishop Larry Robertson,
with the assistance of Deacon
and TH Elder Percy Henry. This

was a service of Holy Communion, during which Henry spoke
about the re-dedicated gunhawk
and the rebuilding of native traditions, and the Bishop outlined
some of the history of the Anglican Church in the Klondike
area.
Closing events began shortly
after noon with more energetic
performances by the Kaska
Drummers and Dakhká Khwáan
(Story continued on next page...)

The Dakhká Khwáan Dancers got a lot of the audience up and dancing out front.
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Anglican Bishop Larry Robertson with Deacon and Elder Percy
Henry.
(Story continued from previous
page...)
Dancers. There would have been
a group from Tanacross as well,
but they were held up at the
border on Friday for reasons

that Tanacross elder Larry Jonathan could not explain when it
came his turn to speak during
the closing remarks.
The Tanacross people are
close in spirit to the Tr’ondëk
Hwëch’in and have been a great

A wood working workshop was one of the special
events.

Visitors gather in an enormous circle at the end of the day.

help to the Dawson people in reclaiming their traditional dances and songs.
With his people deprived of
their chance to perform here
this year, Jonathan turned his
closing remarks into a one-man
performance which had the audience on its feet and dancing
again.
Following
speeches
by
Chief Eddie Taylor (Tr’ondëk
Hwëch’in), Chief James Allen
(Champagne and Aishihik First
Nation), Chief Charlie Ekland
(White River First Nation), and
Chief Rick O’Brien (Kwanlin Dün
First Nation), TH Elder Doreen
Olsen led in the closing ceremony by the Sacred Fire.
She directed the attendees to
form an enormous circle around
the entire Moosehide compound
and had the four chiefs stand at
the cardinal points of the compass for blessing and smudging
from the fire and a collection of
herbs.
Following this everyone
moved around the circle greeting everyone else.
The day concluded with a gift
giving ceremony in which presents were presented to all nonTH people in attendance.
From the sounds of the discussions going on around the
village, it won’t be long before
planning begins for the 2014
Gathering.

Face painting is always a favorite kids' activity.
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Hate Crimes and Christianity; Part 1 of 3
Hate crimes come in various forms, but
they all originate unfortunately with so-called
Christianity. I find this to be quite ironic, since
Christian doctrine teaches Love not Hate.
Let us first observe these so-called Christian
groups where Hate flourishes. The Klu Klux
Klan (KKK), White Supremacists, Nazi-ism,
Crusaders, Homophobes, and authors of socalled Holy Wars.
Let us first look at the authors of these Holy
Wars. In reality, there is no such thing as a Holy
War, only wars based upon Hate and Prejudice. Holy Wars, are in effect, heresy. There
is no where recorded in Christian Scripture
which states, Love thy enemy by annihilating
them, by executing your enemies. Christian
Scripture states quite simply, “Love your enemy and pray for them”. Since so-called Holy
Wars do not follow Christian precepts, I suggest that every Holy War is criminal, every
Holy War is a Hate crime.
The Crusades are a clear example of this.
Men who went to fight the 'infidels' were supposedly absolved from all possible sin. This
gave the crusaders the 'right' to rape, murder,
and pillage (all are sinful acts) everywhere
they went, and be free from eternal punishment. The crusaders were manipulated by the
Church, to go and fight the Muslims at Jerusalem. Since the Church Leaders were supposedly the authority on Christian precepts, and
since most of the people who went on these
crusades had never read Christian Scripture
themselves, they relied on the authority of
the Church Leaders to guide them truthfully.
In truth the only real infidels were the Church

Leaders – including the Pope!
More recently, following the events of 9-11,
President Bush called the war on Iraq a Holy
War. Again, another Hate crime. There is never anything Holy about war! Only through
deceit and prejudicial tyranny, soldiers went
to war against a people and Hate was the fuel
for the war. What is Holy about killing people? Nothing at all! Have you not read “Thou
shalt not kill.”?
Let us now look at these other groups, beginning with the KKK. This group has committed Hate crimes for more than a century.
According to this group, any person who is
not a white protestant, is deserving of death.
This group will use and find any reason to destroy any other group that does not fit their
ideologies. They fail to recognize that Jesus
was a Jew, that other races were welcomed
by Jesus and His followers. As a result, this
group, like Hitler, wishes the destruction of
all Jewish persons, as well as all non-white
persons, all homosexuals and white Catholics. Though they claim they can tolerate
white Catholics, simply because they are
white.
White Supremacists, though many claim
to be agnostic, have their roots in the KKK.
Their philosophy is quite similar to the KKK,
and they commit Hate crimes. Often identified by their shaved heads and often call
themselves “Skinheads” White Supremacy
had among their leadership, men who were
members of the so-called Christian Church.
To be continued . .
This is just my opinion.

A Blast From the
Past Returns
By Lisa McKenna

Born Steven Demetre Georgiou in 1958 this son of a Swedish
mother and a Greek father became a famous British singer, songwriter, a multi-instrumentalist, an educator, and a philanthropist
(which is someone who donates money, or skills, to good causes).
His early 1970’s records (there were 2) where certified as TRIPLE Platinum! His 1972 album
sold over half a million copies
within the first two weeks.
He has also won 2 ASCAP
songwriting awards. One of the
songs he wrote hit #1 on the
charts for four different artists.
He converted to the Islamic religion in 1977 and in 1979 he
donated all his guitars to charity and left his musical career
behind.
Like Jesus he started promoting peace. In 2003 he was
awarded the World Award,
which is given to people who
have achieved excellence in the arts, or music, or heath, or science.
In 2004 he won the Man for Peace Award, which is given to those
who have stood up for the rights of humankind and have spread
the concepts of peace, world solidarity and social justice. He was
also awarded, in 2007, the Mediterranean Prize for Peace; this was
given to those among us who have contributed to the reducing of
tension, increasing shared values and lessening cultural differences
between people.
In 2006 he returned to his life of music after a 26 year old
absence but you know how the first cut is the deepest. It’s a Wild
World and morning was broken with Yusuf Islam! (formerly Cat Stevens!)

o
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The Natural and the Manufactured Artists Get Physical and Personal
In The Natural and the Manufactured, an annual artist series
curated by the Klondike Institute of Arts and Culture (KIAC)
in Dawson City, two artists are
exploring physical and imagined spaces, and the meanings
associated with them.
Through the years, artists
have come from all over to participate in the project, which is a
collaboration between the KIAC
residency program and the ODD
Gallery. Through the program,
artists are provided with gallery
space and a six-week residency in the Macaulay Residence,
where they have access to a studio.
B.j. Vogt of St. Louis, Missouri
and Andrew O’Connor of Toronto have taken the theme in two
unique and yet complimentary
directions.
Vogt, a sculptor by trade has
used the idea of natural and
manufactured landscape in a
literal way. His exhibition Ebb
and Flow looks at the natural environment and includes
sculptures and video depicting
his own fabricated spin on natural physical processes, many of
which he has found inspiration
for during his time in Dawson.
Among his pieces are a waterfall made of recycled wood
scraps and packing foam depicting the polypropylene cycle.

This
piece
incorporates
“nurdles”—small plastic pieces
used in the fabrication of all
plastic objects. When plastic
eventually degrades, it is reduced once again to small plastic particles, also called nurdles,
thus linking the cyclic action of
the piece to the natural action of
a waterfall.
Another project is a video of
Dawson’s road grader slowed
down so much that movement is
hardly perceptible. In this way,
one can easily see the similarity of the action of the grader to
that of the natural movement of
glaciers.
Vogt has taken the natural
world and recreated it through a
new lens. His interpretations of
processes that exist in nature allow the viewer to dissolve their
mental separation between
“natural” and fabricated environments.
“Philosophically we create a
divide between what is human
and what is natural but humans
are natural,” Vogt explains.
He says that his pieces aim
to create “parallels between
human culture and the natural
world.”
While Vogt has taken cues
from the physical environment,
O’Connor, whose background
is in radio broadcasting, comes
at the theme in a very different
manner.
“The narrative of this piece

B.j. Vogt, Ebb and Flow, installation detail 2012. Photo provided by
the ODD Gallery

Andrew O’Connor, Frequencies: Dawson City, map, 2012. Image by Rian Lougheed-Smith
was decided by the people of
Dawson,” says O’Connor.
Involving himself directly with
Dawsonites, O’Connor has managed to record interviews with
many of the central figures and
best storytellers in the Dawson
community landscape. His project, Frequencies: Dawson City,
involves installing radio transmitters containing clips of those
stories throughout the town.
The themes of the stories include: tourism, the effects of
the cuts to Parks Canada, the
flood of ’79 and, of course, The
Westminster Hotel (“The Pit”).
He has grouped the clips so
that they will be relevant to the
area where they can be heard
and has mixed them in such a
way that each listener will hear
a different sequence of stories.
O’Connor’s work deals with
the mental environment, in a
way planning the landscape of
stories that listeners will experience, cutting the natural flow
of each story, blending it with
others and choosing the physical environment where the story will be heard.
By the same token—allowing
the stories to be heard at random, in no particular order or
sequence—O’Connor is creating
the basis for an organic auditory experience that he does not
truly control.
“I’m just looking at other ways
to tell a story,” says O’Connor,
explaining that people’s personal perceptions will always mean
that they will here the story differently from others no matter
how it is presented to them.
“I like the idea of things not
being the same twice.”
The Natural and Manufac-

tured opened during the Riverside Arts Festival last weekend.
The work of B.j. Vogt is on
display at the ODD Gallery, and
Andrew O’Connor’s sound project is- dispersed around town
(don’t forget to bring your handheld radio!).
To find out more about the
artists visit http://kiac.ca/artistinresidence/residents/.

Visit the klondikesun.com
for a sneak peak into the work
of Andrew O’Connor. Hint: It’s a
story told by local man-abouttown John Steins and its called
“rifle”!
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Preparing to Go to Art School Produces an Exhibition
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Karen Thomas with a street scene from Montreal and a set of puppeteer’s controls.
Story & Photos
by Dan Davidson
Karen Thomas decided last
year that she was going to apply
to attend the Yukon School of Visual Arts, and so she spent her
winter preparing. Some
of the results are now
hanging on the walls
of the SOVA building
in the Confluence Gallery.
The formal description of the exhibit,
called Tangled, speaks
of different drawing
styles being tested to
“evoke stories of moments, from the battles
and alliances forged on
the playgrounds to the
comfort felt in a group
or the isolation felt in
a crowd.
“Tangled (is) a collection of illustrations piecing together
glimpses of people
in time and place, exploring the ties that
bind and form our experience.”
Thomas is a little
less formal in her description of the pieces,
which are rustically
framed by old wood
and are mostly in
black marker, though
a few do make use of
colour.
“This is my sketchbook from over the
winter,” she says. “I
knew I was going to
be applying for SOVA,
so I just wanted to
practice my drawing.
“What I tried to do
was do something
every night before I
went to sleep. I tried.
Maybe three or four
nights a week I would
actually do it.
“I used marker because I just wanted to
learn to trust my lines
– so no room for eras-

ing or pencils. That’s what I had
drawn with before, for sketching and all that, but I was trying
to learn to work on my lines.”
The subjects came from vari-

ous sources. Some were straight
from photographs; some were
bits from different photographs
put together.
“Some are from real life –
things around the house
or people that I know.”
There’s even a sketch
of the Muppets, inspired
by a little girl she sometimes babysits.
“She loves that one
and I put it in here so
that even kids could find
something they’d like.”
Karen first came to
Dawson in 1996 and left
for a job in Kamloops in
2005, but she kept coming back in the summer
and missing the place,
so she moved back in
2010.
“Once the magic of the
Yukon hits you, really
it’s hard to get it out of
your blood.”
Thomas’ is the third
exhibit in the Confluence Gallery’s summer
program and it wrapped
up on August 12. It will
be followed by a Members’ Group Exhibit,
which will run through
the Riverside Arts Festival and on until the end
of the summer season.
The Confluence Members’ Gallery is a volunteer-run community
gallery operating during the summer months
in the Yukon School of
Visual Arts. In contrast
to the Klondike Institute of Art and Cultures’
professional gallery, the
ODD Gallery (located
in the KIAC building or
Oddfellows Hall), this
gallery features the work
of local and regional artists at all stages of their
careers.
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Spenser - From the Beginning

The very first book in the
Spenser series introduces us to
a fellow who is a lot more like
Sam Spade, Philip Marlowe and
Lew Archer than he would be
later in his life. This is Spenser
alone, not terribly happy with
himself, drinking too much, capable of sleeping with a mother
and daughter (not at the same
time) within a 24-hour period.
There is no Hawk and especially,
there is no Susan.
Robert Parker had done his
homework, though. He had,
after all, written his doctoral
thesis on the hard-boiled, mean
streets type of private eye that
had inhabited Black Mask and
other such pulp magazines.
Dashiell Hammett, Raymond
Chandler and Ross Macdonald
were among the best of the lot
who wrote this type of story, and
Parker’s Spenser was originally
cut from the same bolt of literary cloth, through he eventually
became a much nicer, happier
man.
Some things remained constant throughout the next 39
books. Spenser was an ex-cop
who left the force because he
had authority issues. He was an
amateur boxer and had spent
time in the military during the
Korean War. He is 37 in this
book (in 1973) and would age
to just a shade under 50 during
the 40 years that Parker (who
died in 2010) wrote the series.
Spenser would remain the master of the dry quip and the quick

a sterile home life
omelet throughout
and disturbed parhis career.
ents. Within 24
Other biographihours Terry has
cal details did
her boyfriend murchange a bit. In an
dered in front of
early book Spenser
her and herself set
remembers some
up to take the fall.
advice his mother
Drugged by the killgave him, but it was
ers, she manages
later established
to call Spenser for
firmly that he was
help.
born by C-section
He is hired by her
and raised by his
parents to prove
father and uncles
her innocence, a
after she died givjob that does not
ing him life.
conflict with his
While this book
original task since
has a title that imTerry doesn’t have
mediately recalls
the manuscript or
the work of Robert
actually know anyLudlum, the story
thing about it, alhas the feel of a
though it turns out
Chandler
novel.
that her boyfriend
Spenser is hired to
did and that is why
find a manuscript
he has been killed.
that has been stoThat he takes the
len from a unicase and is doggedversity collection.
ly determined in
The university folk
his defense of Terry
come off rather
is the bit about this
badly in this book
book that seems
and may reflect Dr.
Audible.com unabridged most Spenser-like
Parker’s ambiva- The Godwulf Manuscript
version
to me. In the later
lent feelings about By Robert B. Parker
narrated by Michael
books he will do
academia. He was Dell Books
Prichard
things simply bea full professor 208 pages
5 hours, 12 minutes
cause they are the
when he quit to $10.00
right thing to do,
write full time afand there is that
ter the fifth book
in this series.
(Student Committee Against touch here.
This book gives us a first look
Following some slender leads Capitalist Exploitation), where
brings Spenser to an early 70s he meets Terry Orchard, a poor at Joe Broz, the mobster who will
radical group called SCACE little rich girl acting out against turn up regularly throughout the

series. In a scene very much like
one that occurs in Sixkill, the last
of the series from Parker’s word
processor, there is a confrontation in which Spenser demolishes one of Broz’s hit men in a
demonstration of hand-to-hand
combat.
We also meet Spenser’s two
recurring police characters, Lt.
Quirk and Det. Frank Belson. The
interaction here is a bit rough
edged, as it is their first meeting,
but there is definite chemistry
before the story ends.
In this book Spenser has only
the very beginnings of what will
evolve into his personal code of
conduct. Most of the later books
just talk about sex, and then
mostly with Susan. This one is
full of it, including the arrangement I mentioned earlier, and
one other pairing which closes
off the story on a note of promise.
I wasn’t keen on the narrator
of this book. Michael Prichard’s
voice has a rather flat affect, and
did not lend itself to this type
of story as well as that of other
readers, particularly Joe Mantegna, who played the character
in several A&E TV movies. Still, I
got used to it and he did not get
in the way of the story.
Spenser novels are not long,
generally clocking in at just under 5 ½ hours when read aloud.
This is just perfect for the distance from Dawson to Whitehorse.

Roache's Corner by Mike Roache
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Different trails: Two Dawsonites’ Adventures Continue in a Maasai Community in Tanzania
Story & Photo
by Kath Selkirk
Invitations to visit tend to lead
to a very long ramble through
the bush. Our roommate and
translator, Monica, had a phone
call from Mr. Kilimanjaro inviting us to his two day harvest
party at his boma (homestead).
As Monica was going to be away
for the week, she recommended
that we try to find someone to
take us. As Yukoners well know,
giving verbal directions to a location in the bush is not an easy
task. “Leave the road by the big
rut; turn left at the crooked tree;
turn right after a wide candelabra cactus...” is not going to get
us where we need to go. All sandy tracks look the same, as do all
the thorn trees and cacti.
We decided to call in on the
afternoon of the second day,
that way we could take daylight
photos of the dancers and also
head home before nightfall at
6:30 p.m., prompt. After a morning at work, our intention was
to call in on our neighbours and
hopefully find someone to go to
the celebration with. But we had
not banked on the fact that by
that time, everyone, absolutely
everyone, was already at the
dance. We wandered around the
deserted hillside until we found
a neighbour’s newest wife (and,
therefore, the one who had to
stay at home and look after the
youngest children). In response
to our request for directions, she
waved her hand in a direction
we took to be angling downhill
to the right. So that’s the way we
set off.
Of course there are lots of
distractions in the bush ... especially for bug-lovers. It’s the
time of year when ants go “on
safari”, moving en-masse to a
new location. The first thing
we notice is a seething band of
movement across the road. It’s
a river of worker ants, each carrying an egg bigger than itself.
Their busy highway is complete
with walled barriers on either
side. The organization is incredible, and the soldier ants are in
charge. Soldiers line the highway on either side, standing on
their two back legs so they can
hold their oversized heads in
the air, looking out for trouble.
As the flow of workers enter a
hole in the ground, the soldiers
link together to form a living
tunnel for the workers to pass
through .. .to protect them, or to
control them? Probably both.
As long as we don’t move, they

ignore us. As soon as we shuffle
our feet, though, the vibrations
send them into a frenzy. The
workers start to panic: some
dashing forward, some turning
to struggle against the flow. The
nearest soldier takes charge:
“You three, get the crowd under
control and diverted. The rest of
you, come with me.”
They storm towards us.
It’s time for us to move! Now,
where’s that party?
An almost blind elder comes
along the trail. He knows the
route well. But he’s coming away
from the celebration.
“Just follow the tracks”, he
tells us. Hmm. In a land where
herders wander with their cattle and goats, the tracks head off
in every direction. A more popular path is just visible in the late
afternoon light. We follow it, but
that same light, reflecting with a
metallic glint, leads to another
distraction.
The male dung beetle is gorgeous! His shiny coat is of
copper-bronze, with glints of
green. He grooms himself frequently to keep looking good.
His female companion is dowdy
in comparison. She is dull steel
and easy to overlook. In fact, his
lordship seems to overlook her
quite often, rolling their shared
ball of dung right over her. She
remains clinging to the opposite
side holding on in a possessive
six-legged hug. They roll and pat
and roll and pat until the whole
pile is incorporated into a perfectly round baseball. Then off
they roll, him doing most of the
pushing, her hanging on. Time
for us to roll, too.
We can hear the singing and
the thud of jumping feet. We arrive just in time for the last dance
before dinner break. The men
in the young warrior age group
(15 to 30) take centre stage,
and they, like the male beetle,
are gorgeous. Their long hair is
carefully braided and decorated with metal and beads. They
wear red plaid shukas, beaded
straps across their chests and
broad beaded cuffs around their
wrists and ankles. Each has his
own individual style. They glow
with health and confidence.
They sing with incredibly deep
voices, jump high in the air and
slap their feet down on landing.
We’re embarrassed to admit
that we have difficulty telling
the girls apart. The warriors’
dance partners forms a semi
circle opposite the men’s. They
are all of “marriageable age”

(early to mid teens), and small
for their age compared to North
Americans. They all have their
hair shaved short and wear one
plain blue shuka and one plain
purple one. They mostly huddle
together and move as a group.
Their main decoration is a
broad, beaded disc around their
necks which they make flap by
shrugging and shimmying their
shoulders. In high voices, they
sing their song, different from
the men’s, but complementing
it.
Around the outside of the coral, the older “mamas” are singing their own song and dancing
their own dance that includes
both the jumping and the neckdisc shimmying. They pull me

Remember When?
From our archives

into the group and I jump along.
They laugh at me, but shout approval too.
We get invited to have dinner
with the older men. We head off
with them into the bush where
the goat is butchered on a platform in a tree to keep it away
from animals. We eat rice from
the communal pot of goat pilau.
The sun will set soon, giving us
a valid excuse to leave as the
host starts the ritual of cutting
chunks of meat off a charred leg
and presenting it to the guests
in order of seniority.
On the trail again, we hurry to
get to familiar ground before it
gets totally dark. Getting lost a
couple of times, we are embarrassed to accept the help of two

small boys, taking them away
from their boma as night falls.
We send them back at the earliest opportunity, when we hear
the noise of motorbikes letting
us know the road is close by.
At least it’s too dark to get distracted by the bugs. Ooh, but the
stars...
We’re volunteering for The Kesho Trust, a conservation and development organization founded
and directed by Canadians from
the Yukon and BC. It works
through creating partnerships
with community-based organizations, like EMAYO, to facilitate
and enhance their capacity to
achieve long term sustainability.
For more information, see http://
www.thekeshotrust.org.
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KIDS' CORNER
Stories and illustrations
by Lisa Michelle

5

There are five petals on a pansy. How does the
pansy know how to only grow five? Is it from a
higher power or just genetics?
Humans are born with five fingers on each hand,
(actually four fingers and a thumb!), five toes
on their feet, AND we have five senses… Sight,
Hearing, Smell, Touch, and Taste.
Medieval knights had
a code of honor that
embraced five virtues.
These were the
virtue of generosity,
always giving away
to someone in
need, courtesy,
always behaving like
a gentleman with
respect and honor,
chastity, not fooling
around with women,
chivalry, which
consists of the knight
being bold, brave,
courteous, heroic,
honorable, true and
trustworthy. They also
practiced piety, as in
being deeply religious
and acceptable to the
laws of God without
question.

A pentagram is a pointed
star that is drawn with
only five lines. One of the
points is always pointing
upwards and it signifies
the Spirit. The other four
points are Earth, Air, Fire,
and Water.
It is a very important religious
symbol like the cross...

... or the Star of David.
+

There is a Pentagram within a circle that is an
ancient Wiccan symbol. When they pray they bless
the feet, the knees, the womb, the breast, and the
lips.

HEY KIDS!

It is Ice cream season at the Midnight Sun! Send in your
pictures or poems to win a FREE ice cream or other prizes!
E-mail Lisa at klondikesun@northwestel.net
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CLASSIFIEDS
Churches
ST. MARY’S CATHOLIC
CHURCH:
Corner
of
5th and King. Services:
Sundays at 10:30 a.m., Sat.
5 p.m., Tues. 7 p.m., Wed.
to Fri. 9:30 a. m. All are
welcome. Contact Father
Ernest Emeka Emeodi for
assistance, 993-5361.
DAWSON COMMUNITY
CHAPEL: Located on
5th Ave across from
Gold Rush Campground.
Sunday worship at 11 a.m.
All welcome. Pastor Ian
Nyland, 993-5507.

ST. PAUL’S ANGLICAN
CHURCH: Corner of Front
& Church St. Sunday
Services at 10:30. 1st and
3rd Sundays: Morning
Prayer. 2nd and 4th
Sundays: Holy Eucharist.
5th Sunday: Informal. Rev.
Laurie Munro, 993-5381
, at the Richard Martin
Chapel, Tues - Thurs, 8:30
- noon.

Support

Alcoholics
Anonymous:
Meetings Thursdays, 8 p.m.
at Richard Martin Chapel
104 Church St.; Fridays
at 1:30 p.m. at Telehealth
Dawson Health Centre;
Saturdays at 7 p.m. at the
TH Community Support
Centre 1233 2nd Ave; info
993-3734 or 5095.

Many Rivers: Counselling
and support services for
individuals, couples, families
or group counselling. A highly
confidential service located in
the Waterfront Building. We
are a non-profit organization
with a sliding fee scale. To
make an appointment call
993-6455 or email dawson@
manyrivers.yk.ca. See our
website at www.manyrivers.
yk.ca/.

Looking to Buy

LISA IS LOOKING FOR A
MID-SIZED ATV: And maybe
a trailer for it as well. Contact
the Klondike Sun at 993-6318.
Doesn't have to be new, just
has to run!

Mining

21 CLAIMS OPTION OR
SALE: On Gemini Creek, Trib.
to N. Ladue. Ten-year permit
in place, airstrip (867) 9935917.
WATER LICENCE/LAND USE
PERMIT
APPLICATIONS
FOR PLACER MINERS: Call
Josée (5 a.m. to 6 p.m.) at 867993-5917. or email joseeb@
bell.net

PLACER CLAIMS FOR SALE:
Hunker Ck at Little Gem/
Whiskey Hill, 8 placer claims
drilled, permitted $50,000
OBO. Upper All Gold, 6 claims
$10,000. (867) 993-5917,
jb@northwestel.net.

YUKON
GOLD
PLACER
CLAIMS FOR SALE: 26 claims
plus 1 mile lease on 2 rich gold
streams. Testing indicates
excellent gold values over
entire 26 claims and lease
area. New road constructed
into claims. About 90% of
entire area is virgin ground.
Class B water licence included
[10 years]. Owner interested
in lease with additional 15%
of gold recovered or to sell
with additional 15% of gold
recovered for 4 years. Contact
owner Tom, cell: 208-3515576.

For Sale

HOME FOR SALE: Fully scribed
3 bedroom log home on 7 hec.
on Pierre Berton Cr. Many
extras. Must been seen to be
appreciated. Serious house
hunters. Phone 993-5277 for
more information and/or appointment. ($400,000 firm.)
CAMPER ON TRAILER FOR
SALE: 11 foot with fridge,
stove and furnace on new one
tonne pickup box trailer with
tail lights. Ready to move.
NEW PRICE $1,400 O.B.O. Call
867-332-9975.

DAWSON CITY PROPERTY
FOR SALE: 4.9 acre secluded
wooded lot with 3 room cabin
and shed overlooking Dawson
City and river from the West
Dawson side. NEW PRICE
$155,000. Call 867-332-9975.

2 BUILDINGS IN CALLISON:
Used to be Ruby's restaurant.
16x55 dining room attached
to 8x55 Atco (kitchen, furnace, bathrooms, bedroom,
bar, hotwater heater - 1500
gal Water tank. Commercially
wired. Buildings on beams/
blocks, easy to separate. Must
be moved by mid Sept. Best
offer 867-456-2055 or 3323250.
BEAUTIFUL
HISTORICAL
LOG HOME FOR SALE: On
7th & Princess. 3 bedroom. 1.5
bathroom. Wood & oil heat.
Brand new hot water tank.
Brand new Washer & Dryer.
All appliances included. One
car garage with cement floor.
Secure storage shed. Raised
garden bed. $239,500 O.B.O.
Call 993-5206

Hey Dawson,
Classified ads
only cost $6!

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

Advertise your business and services with The Klondike Sun! Submit your business card at a
normal size of 2” x 3.5” -- $25.00 per issue and yearly billings can be arranged.

 ¨¡Ŷ¨¤¡¨£

Joanne Rice, Notary Public
Phone: 867-993-2490
Cell : 867-993-3678
jorice@northwestel.net

• Income Tax Services: Personal or Business
• Event & Office Support Service • Payroll •
• Resume’s • Small Business Accounting •

 ¨¡Ŷ¨¤¡¨£

 ¨¡Ŷ¨¤¡¨£

Joanne Rice
Notary Public

Box 584, Dawson, YT Y0B 1G0

Positions with Closing Dates:
Roof Renovations (tender): Aug 24
Passenger Service Agent: Aug 24
Community Mental Health Nurse: Aug 28
Positions Out of Town:
Mining – various

For more information, come into
the Klondike Outreach office next
to the Territorial Agent/Liquor
Store. (853-Third Street).
Hours
Monday to Friday: 9 a.m. to noon, 1 p.m.
to 5 p.m.
Closed weekends and Stat Holidays
Contact Info
Phone: 993-5176
Fax: 993-6947
Website: www.klondikeoutreach.com
E-mail: info@klondikeoutreach.com

• Income Tax • Office & Event Support Services • Payroll •

 ¨¡Ŷ¨¤¡¨£

Joanne Rice

Box 584, Dawson, YT Y0B 1G0

Box 584, Dawson, YT Y0B 1G0

Phone: 867-993-2490 Cell : 867-993-3678
jorice@eventsnorth.ca www.eventsnorth.ca

Open Positions:
Bartender
Building Maintenance
Cashier
Cashier/Stock Person
Childcare Instructor
Cleaner/Organizer
Cooks
Custodial
Dishwasher
Driver/Swamper
Equipment Operator
Front Desk Attendant
Heavy Equipment Operator
Hostess
Housekeepers/Room Attendants
HVAC Technician
Interviewers
Labourers
Labourers/Cleaners
Laundromat Clerk
Nanny
Outreach Family Support Worker(on-call)
Painter/Labourer
Plumber
Plumbing & Heating Helper
Program’s Manager (temporary)
Recycling Landfill Attendant
Recycling Depot Attendant(on-call/casual)
Sales Clerk
Security Officer
Servers
Stock Person
Truck Driver
Tutors

Phone: 867-993-2490 Cell : 867-993-3678
jorice@eventsnorth.ca www.eventsnorth.ca

Joanne Rice
Notary Public

Klondike
Outreach
Job Board

Notary Public

Phone: 867-993-2490 Cell : 867-993-3678
jorice@eventsnorth.ca www.eventsnorth.ca

Illustration by Aubyn O'Grady
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P.O. Box 308 (1336 Front Street), Dawson City, Yukon Y0B 1G0
Tel: (867) 993-7400 ~ Fax: (867) 993-7434
NEW WEBSITE: www.cityofdawson.ca (updated regularly)

DAWSON CITY – HEART OF THE KLONDIKE

Dawson City Minor Soccer News…
By DCMS
Dawson City Minor Soccer is
well into the summer season
with over 65 kids, ages 2 to 14,
registered this summer. Since
the beginning of the season,
DCMS has hosted the 10 year
old Yukon Championships and
our team attended the 12 year
old Yukon Championships in
Whitehorse!
The Yukon Soccer Associations U10 Cross-field Championships were held in Dawson over
the June 16 & 17 weekend. Four
teams from the Territory got together to compete, two teams
from Whitehorse and one team
from Haines Junction made the
journey to join the Dawson
City squad. Games were played
throughout the day Saturday,
with the Top of the World Highland Games surrounding the
field, and the bagpipes playing
throughout the day.
After the last game Saturday
the kids all joined together to
participate in a skills competition, testing their dribbling, juggling, hardest shot and ending
the competition with a penalty
shot shoot out. The participants
were very enthusiastic in their
efforts, and the competition
ended with the following re-

sults:
Dribbling, Boys: Dawson
Weir (Haines Junction)
Dribbling, Girls: Emily
Gaw (Dawson City)
Juggling, Boys: Andrew
Roberts (Whitehorse)
Juggling, Girls: Emily
Gaw (Dawson City)
Hardest Shot, Boys: Ben
Kischuk (Whitehorse)
Hardest Shot, Girls:
Kacie Hastings (Dawson
City)
Penalty Shot, Boys: Ole
Heath (Haines Junction)
The U12 team in Whitehorse. Photo provided by DCMS
Penalty Shot, Girls: Kacie
of Klondike gold.
The following weekend our
Hastings (Dawson City)
The Dawson team was made 12 year old team, Dawson City
The Skills Competition was
followed by a barbeque which up of Billy Holmes, Kacie Local Y026, made the trip to
gave the parents, coaches and Hastings, Rory Duncan, Logan Whitehorse for the full-field
kids time to get together and Graf, Emily Gaw, Emma Tom- championships. There were 4
enjoy the evening. The day Tom, Joey Lorenz, Oliver Flegel, teams from Whitehorse, plus
wrapped up with the kids going Christopher TomTom and Aus- the Dawson team, to make up
the 5 team U12 tourney. The
back out on the field, organiz- tin Franks.
Thanks to the Yukon Order first game Friday night ended
ing their own pick-up game, and
playing soccer until they were of Pioneers, the Westmark in a 2-2 tie, which was a great
Dawson, the Eldorado Hotel, opener for Dawson, getting used
truly done for the day!
The weekend wrapped up Graf Landscaping, the Dawson to the full-field game again. A
with the medal games on Sun- City Music Festival, Chief Isaac huge contingent of parents and
day, with Paul Kischuk’s White- Inc., the Dawson City General friends enjoyed watching the
horse team winning gold , the Store, the City of Dawson Recre- games on a rare hot weekend in
Haines Junction Eagles winning ation Dept., Klondike Nugget & Whitehorse!
Saturday the team played 3
silver and Doug Petriw’s White- Ivory, Ryan-Wood Exploration,
horse team taking the bronze the parents, kids and volunteers games throughout the day, all
medal. The Dawson City Lions who helped make the weekend games were very close, finishing the round robin with 1 tie,
took the 4thplace prize, the vial possible.

1 win and 2 losses. This
put the team in 4th place,
which meant they were in
the playoffs on Sunday. The
two playoff games Sunday
were real nail-biters, the
first game ended in a 2-1
loss, which meant Dawson
would play for the bronze
medal. The bronze medal
game went into extra time
after Whitehorse tied the
game on a penalty shot in
the final minutes of regulation time. Whitehorse
scored a goal in the second
ten minute extra time half to win
the bronze medal. The Dawson
team, which included some
of our 9, 10 and 11 years olds,
should be very proud of their
excellent play and exciting close
games! The squad was made up
of John Kolpin, John Dagostin,
Sam Crocker, Sam Taylor, Ethan
Gaw, Lauren Jenkins, Michael
Betts, Jessie Favron, Brandon
Kormendy, Kacie Hastings, Billy Holmes, Ben Lorenz, Sarah
Nyland and Austin Franks.
Weekly practices take place
Saturday mornings, Wednesday
and Thursday evenings at the
Crocus Bluff Soccer Field. For
more information on minor soccer please contact dcminorsoccer@hotmail.com.

